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Address Cuantum Solar 
Pol. Ind. El Clavillo 
C/. Rio Rudrón nº6 Nave 8 
09195 Villariezo 
BURGOS

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Using the registered trademark SUNPORT we offer two models of solar panels with more than 200 wp, SUNPORT72M and SUNPORT60M. The
configuration of these modules has the following technical characteristics .

 SUNPORT72M: 
It is made of 72 mono crystalline cells of 156x156 mm (Q-CELLS / SUNWAYS brand), based on a mould of 6x12, with an approximated surface of 2X1
m. The power of panel is 280 wp (performance 14%). You can get more information on products-panels section.

SUNPORT60M: 
It is made of 60 mono crystalline cells of 156x156 mm, based on a mould of 6x10, with a surface of 1.68X1 m. The power of the panel is 240 wp
(performance 14%).

 With these products Cuantum Solar intends to offer high performance solar photovoltaic panels which reach the quality product demand in local
market and, of course the global one.
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